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Abstract

A long time ago, I read an article about λ

calculus. It said this calculus is invented for
reconstructing the system of mathematics. I
was interested in the idea “reconstructing the
mathematical system.” What does that mean?
There are many λ calculus introduction includ-
ing Wikipedia. But, some of the procedure is
hard to understand for me. Here is a memo
about that.

1 Introduction

This article is based on my English version
blog [2, 3] between 2008-9-8 and 2009-4-10.

2 λ calculus and Hitch-

hiker’s guide

One day, I wonder about λ calculus, and looked
up Wikipedia. There are nice entry about that,
but I could not understand some examples of
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calculation. It took a week to figure out. Maybe
this is trivial, but I would like to brag myself
about that. There is a common saying, “they
brag most who can do least.”

I am not familiar with λ calculus. If I en-
counter something not familiar, I usually lookup
some kind of guide book. I went to some city, I
have a book called “Chikyu no aruki kata (How
to walk on the earth),” or Hitchhiker’s guide to
the Galaxy. This article could be a tiny version
of a hitchhiker’s guide to λ calculus.

According to the Hitchhiker’s guide to the
Galaxy, the Hitchhiker’s guide to the Galaxy is
the most successful book in the universe. How-
ever, it seems no one knows the book is written
in which language. If that is the most successful
book, it seems all the people living the universe
can read. Or, also according to the guide, there
is no population in the universe, maybe no one
read the book. But then what does it mean the
most successful...

The guide could have an artificial intelli-
gence, and all the people might read the guide
using a babel fish. (In case you do not know the
guide, the babel fish is a translation fish between
any kind of species in the universe using some
kind of telepathy. But the translation quality
is sometimes not so good. There is a famous
translation engine after this fish on the web.)

But the main character of the guide, Arthur,
can read the guide before he implanted a babel
fish. Then, the guide should have some kind
of translator. There could be a tiny possibility
that there is an earth language (Queen’s En-
glish) version of the guide, but I am sceptical of
that. Because the guide company tried to sell
one version of guide to all the parallel universe
including the past and the future.

Even there is a translator included, there
must be a “native” or “internal” language of the
guide. I can not imagine what kind of language
is used for the guide, but some part related logic
or mathematics could be understandable. I am
pretty sure some entries about mathematics or
logic in the guide. It is interesting for me that
what kind of logical expression in there. It seems
it is infinite improbable, but, it may be λ calcu-
lus.

3 λ calculus and function

The word lambda calculus itself has “calculus,”
so it can calculate numbers. But, when I started

to learn the lambda calculus, I want to know
that what is “calculate” means. I also think
about “what is the number?” If I want to teach
“what is the number” to small children, I do not
know how to teach it. Also I did not recall how
to learn that. But, I think I know what numbers
are.

I can tell that there are some properties
about numbers. First, it does not matter how
to read it. In the hitchhiker’s guide, there was
a planet called Earth. The people on the planet
have a lot of languages. For example, English,
German, Latin, Japanese, and so forth. Inter-
estingly enough, every language seems to have
a concept about numbers. There are many rep-
resentations for numbers, for example, (1, 2, 3,
...), (one, two, three, ...), (ein, zwei, drei, ...),
(ichi, ni, san, ...), and so on. But no matter how
you read them, there should be a common con-
cept underneath. In the guide, maybe (herring,
sandwiches, herring sandwiches, ...) or some-
thing like that. I know the definition by nega-
tion (it does not matter how to read them) is not
a good idea here, but this at least tells you one
aspect of numbers. There is a concept “num-
bers” which is independent from how to read
them. Then, what is the substance of num-
bers? You can not say, it is one, two, three,
... Inside the guide, there must be “something,”
and they are presented in some representation
according to readers. The representation is al-
ways chosen as the reader can understand. I
called it “native” in one section before. This is
the substance of the guide, someone could call
it as information. But, it does not matter which
language is employed to store such information
inside of the guide. We could investigate further
the substance of the guide and also substance of
numbers.

I think λ calculus is a mathematics that
talks about function. Function is a useful idea
in mathematics. It’s like a vending machine
that if you put something in (for example,
money), then something comes out (for exam-
ple, a drink). Many of the cases, people imagine
a box which converts from something to another
thing. For instance, a converter box which tells
you that one Altair dollar is how much Sirius
yen. The guide must also have such a box in-
side.

The function is not necessary to be a box.
However, I learn in such way at my school.
Moreover, the character of “function” in my na-
tive language means “a number box.” So, I usu-
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ally write a box and put a name like f or g. I
think this was a standard on earth. Anyway,
both teachers and students did not think about
this deeply. Especially, if the usual people know
what is function, then computer scientists have
a problem since they do not know what it is.
Nowadays function is a popular idea, so, com-
puter scientists need to invent something fancy.

Most of the computer scientists use the
words “λ calculus” as to deceive the people.
It is easy to find such people, if you ask
them “What’s λ calculus?” then they will
answer, “fixed-point...,” “Combinator blah,”
“computability...” to deceive you.

λ calculus might be a deep idea and might be
useful to think about function. Although I am
just a Sunday wannabe mathematician, I could
enjoy some superficial results. I could even fin-
ish this with “Church-Rosser blah blah” to de-
ceive you. However, as you know I am now writ-
ing this article. Such a person usually wants to
brag that “I know it! I know it!” So, I will con-
tinue this story at least until Marvin will show
up. By the way, Marvin is the genus robot in
the Hitchhiker’s guide. He/(or She/It?) has
the most depressed mind with the best brain
ever made in the universe by Sirius cybernetics
corporation. This company first made a brain
which has equal ability to a few hundreds bionic
brains. But the result shows that a genus is
crazy. So be Marvin.

Finally, this section is ended here since I in-
troduced my favorite Marvin.

4 Intermission 1

I have a Japanese version of this page. There
was a good question on my last article. “What
happen if the vending machine (a function) is
broken?”

First of all, we need to define what the bro-
ken means. Some of you would say, “Broken is
broken, what else?” But, this answer does not
make any sense for mathematicians. Are there
no common sense in the head of mathematician?
Maybe, yes. But, there is a reason.

I am a Sunday mathematician/programmer.
Mainly I program a code to solve some of
my problems. To tell my computer to solve
my problem, I need to interpret my prob-
lem to a code which my computer can exe-
cute/understand. Many of mathematics formu-
lation is really formulated, which means you do

not need to understand what it is, they are just
a procedure. Then my computer can execute
to solve my problem. I formulate some prob-
lem since after that is done, I do not need to
think about that. Rest of the problem is solved
automatically. This is fun for me. “Computer,
search some information. Computer, find the
shortest path from my home to the station.
Computer, find the cheapest ticket under this
condition...” All these things must be trans-
lated to a code which my computer can under-
stand. “Broken is broken” is not enough for the
computer. Since computers are so stupid so far.

For example, “broken” could mean: 1. when
you input something, but nothing comes out, 2.
when you input anything, the output is always
the same, or 3. when you input something, the
output seems totally random. Which does the
broken mean for you? None of them? Current
usual computer can not guess, we need to tell
that.

Also, “broken” has subjective meaning.
There are chips which have build-in self destruc-
tion mechanism. For example, some kind of de-
cryption chips. These chips contain a secret en-
cryption key. Some malicious people want to
read the information. When the chip detects
such activity, it breaks itself. Some of the credit
card chips and DVD copy detection chips have
this function.

When you can not read the information, usu-
ally it means “broken.” But the designer of
these chips designed to do that. If someone can
still read the secret information, it is broken for
the designer. Therefore, “broken” is subjective
meaning. When someone’s credit card is stolen,
the owner usually does not want to his/her card
available anymore. If the chip does not self de-
structed by the malicious one’s attack, then the
owner may sue the designer, “The chip was not
broken, because it was broken. If it is not bro-
ken, it should have broken itself.” Human can
understand this means, but, it is difficult for
current machines.

λ calculus thinks about all kind of functions.
Therefore, such “broken” function (whatever it
means) must be described. If λ calculus can not
describe some of the functions, that is the limit
of this calculus. But, a person must define what
is the broken means if he/she want to describe
it in λ calculus. Mathematician is a such a lazy
people, but they are also perfectionist. The art
of mathematics is how to reach the “perfect lazi-
ness.” Therfore, all kinds of functions are of
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course considered. In the a few thousand years
of mathematics history, one era is ended when
the people find out the perfectness of mathe-
matics system or limit of mathematics system.
But this story is too large here and I would like
to concentrate only at the some aspect of the λ

calculus.

5 Introduction to λ calculus

Standard mathematics books explain mathe-
matical stuffs as a sequence definition, theo-
rem, proof, definition, theorem, proof, .... This
is quite simple and enough abstracted. There-
fore, we can also explain λ calculus in the stan-
dard way. But Marvin will sure complain that
is so depressed. More abstracted theory could
be more applicable to many things. It becomes
less unnecessary stuffs, then, it becomes simpler
and also more beautiful in a sense. The theory
is to the point when more abstract.

Japanese sword seek for the beauty in the
sword itself, it never decorates with some kind
of jewels. Because a sword maker/master thinks
the beauty comes from the sword itself. They
shamed if they need to cover a sword with non-
sword component. We can find many swords,
staffs, ... are decorated with gold or some jewels.
I can also see some kind of gorgeousness in that,
however, I prefer beauty in these kind of simple-
ness. A French pilot said “A designer knows he
has achieved perfection not when there is noth-
ing left to add, but when there is nothing left to
take away.” I sympathize with this word. Also,
I like the story about a ship called Vasa [4, 8],
which sank in the sea. The story about a project
manager (a Swedish King) requested too many
features to his ship. Any software comes from
Sirius Cybernetics coop. has too much features
and hard to use, because the project managers
believe that the customers want to have new
features instead of a simple and stable software.
(Kode Vicious Pride and Prejudice (The Vasa)
CASM Vol.51, No.9)

The beauty of mathematics is in the simple-
ness and abstraction. I could understand that
a mathematician wants to discuss more simple
and more abstract entity. But then the mathe-
matics becomes more difficult to the usual peo-
ple like me. I see here some kind of closeness. If
only a few people who knows mathematics well
can enjoy the mathematics, that’s a bit sad for
me.

When I discover some beauty, I sometimes
want to keep it to only myself. If I discover
some beauty which nobody doesn’t know, I feel
some privilege. Because I need a lot of effort
to find out something beauty in mathematics,
it is a kind of reward for me. If I explain them
to many people and people also find the beauty,
that’s nice. On the other hand, I sometimes
feel some kind of loneliness. Like it is not only
mine anymore. Someone who loves mathematics
seeks for more beauty in that, then she/he may
search for more abstract form. The result be-
comes more substance, all the background, his-
tory, etc. will be lost. That’s also the reward for
mathematicians. It is pure substance, however,
it is not familiar with me anymore. I do not feel
that I understand that anymore.

I also prefer abandoned part of mathematics.
Why λ calculus is created? How it is created?
What was the first attempt of that? These may
be not so important after constructed the λ cal-
culus. “What can λ do?” becomes more impor-
tant. Usually “what is it?” is not so important
in mathematics like operators are more impor-
tant than some kind of substances like numbers.

Vogons in the guide are extremely officious,
their relationship is dry. Only important thing
is what others can do for them. “Who” did is
no matter at all. For them, even relative is only
a relationship which people knows whom. Even
if their grandmother ask to help her children,
they do nothing unless there is a contract. A
family may be worse than bureaucracy. A dry
software company only asks employees to imple-
ment new features. This is important for busi-
ness. But, who did it is not so important. This
means, it does not matter who did that. It is
just a function of the company. However, if a
company does not applicate or does not matter
the people, the people usually leave such kind
of company. So, Vogonism is hardly work in the
human society. But it seems Vogonism is work-
ing in mathematical theory.

The important thing of λ is also what the
λ calculus can do. However, this is a Hitch-
hiker’s guide. Let’s talk about not-so-important
things, like, why λ is created. λ calculus is also
made by a person. Therefore, there must be
some kind of motivation. Marvin is the most
depressed existence in the universe, he (she/it?)
has no motivation at all. He is always depressed.
He even has no motivation to suicide... But,
the designer of Marvin from Sirius Cybernetics
coop. did not want to make a depressed robot
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(I think). The designers just thought if they can
combine a few hundreds of genius brains, such
thing should be super-genus. They are enough
to smart to design Marvin, however, they are
not enough smart to imagine that such super-
genius is insane. There is a purpose of λ. Let’s
talk about the motivation of λ next time.

6 Motivation of λ calculus

According to the Wikipedia [7], λ calculus was
introduced by Church and Kleene in the 1930s
as part of an investigation into the foundations
of mathematics.

By the way, I am an amateur Sunday math-
ematician, therefore, please do not believe this
blog without check by yourself. This is just I
think I understand these stuffs. There must
be many errors. I try to avoid errors, but,
this is not my profession. I am also not con-
fident about my English. Welcome the com-
ments. I could say in cool way, I was inspired
by the Wikipedia’s page. If you understand the
Wikipedia’s entry, I don’t recommend to waste
of time by reading this blog. There are bunch
of interesting text around the world. When you
read “λ calculus was introduced by Church and
Kleene in the 1930s as part of an investigation
into the foundations of mathematics.”, and if
you think “I see, that’s the reason of why λ

calculus was introduced. That’s easy.” then,
you don’t need to read this blog. But, if you
think “In 1930? It seems very recently as the
history of mathematics. Why is the founda-
tions of mathematics considered in this time?
Wait, what is the foundations of mathematics?
Didn’t Pythagoras, Apollonius, or Euclid study
the foundations of mathematics in B.C.?” Then,
you may continue to read this text.

The foundations of mathematics means that
where the mathematics can start, or what kind
of starting point is all right for mathematics
system. Mathematics starts with a set of def-
inition. A person should define them. One
of the most fundamental mathematical object
would be numbers. Also propositions and logic,
how to calculate numbers would be fundamental
stuffs in mathematics. These seems too obvious.
Many mathematicians did not care them until
20th century. Or Euclid did too good job about
formulation and we needed not re-consider until
20th century.

But, why such obvious things are important

at that time? Mathematicians started to think
about formalization at that time. It may differ
the mathematics between languages, how can
we sure they are exactly the same. For exam-
ple, number ‘1’ is exactly the same in English
and Japanese? Then, they wanted to define
numbers. If someone want to define numbers, it
should be done without numbers. Otherwise, we
can define the numbers as “numbers are num-
bers.” For example, “Love is love,” “Conscious-
ness is conscious of consciousness.” These may
be true, but, we can not use it to think about the
foundations of mathematics. Then a question is
how can we define numbers without using num-
bers. This seems paranoia, but, mathematicians
are perfectionist.

I found this is an interesting idea. Because
these are enough to formalized, abstracted, and
simplified. We could make a machine to im-
plement that system. If you want to create
a machine to compute something, we need to
make it by some kind of materials (water, stone,
iron, ...). Zaphod may say with his two heads,
“You know, 1 or 2 or 3, something like that.
Just make up a machine which can understand
them.” But I think this is not so easy. Numbers
are such an abstracted idea. Abstracted means
that there are a lot of applications. “What is
the common idea between the earth, humans, a
bread, signals, Zaphod’s heads, and a church?”
I can answer that “they are countable.” I’ve al-
ready said, but I have no idea how to teach the
numbers to children. That’s a highly abstracted
idea.

The motivation of λ calculus is to think
about the foundations of mathematics. This
means that re-thinking all the mathematical
system from the numbers and calculus. At that
time, mathematicians are interested in more in
the sanity of the mathematical system by for-
malization. They started to doubt “obvious
things” like numbers 1, 2, 3,.... However, this
formalization is based on enough simple system
and we could build a machine which can par-
tially process the system. The reason I am in-
terested in λ calculus is this part “we can build
a machine of that.” Also this is the reason that
λ calculus is the basic theory of the computer
and computer languages.

Let’s define the natural numbers without us-
ing 1, 2, 3, ...
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7 Defining natural numbers

7.1 Definition of natural numbers

Peano defined natural numbers Peano [1]. He
actually described properties of natural number,
not seems to try to define the natural numbers.
But these are somehow the same. The following
five definitions are called Peano’s axiom which
defines the natural numbers. If you are not fa-
miliar with mathematical notation, it might be
hard to get what they said. But, the basics are
not so difficult. These are copied from Math-
world [1].

1. Zero is a number

2. If a is a number, the successor of a is a
number.

3. Zero is not the successor of a number.

4. Two numbers of which the successors are
equal are themselves equal.

5. (induction axiom.) If a set S of numbers
contains zero and also the successor of ev-
ery number in S, then every number is in
S.

The first definition said, there is the first
number called Zero. Here it said Zero, but it
does not matter which number is. It should be
a “something.” However, you may ask “What is
something?” It is really just “something” Why
we need to say the first number as Zero? It
is fine as One, 42, -1, or x. You can write in
Japanese “Rei”, or in German, “Null.” In short,
this is “something.” But, one thing I would like
to make this clear, this “Zero” is not the num-
ber 0. Because we want to define numbers, so
we do not know any numbers, even 0. It is just
something the first number and we can just call
it Zero. Personally, I prefer to write x since it
seems more “something.”

Definitions are similar to rules of a game.
Therefore, we should not think about why this
is defined. That is just a starting point of the
discussion. It is easy to imagine that this is
hard for especially someone who is not familiar
with mathematics. This is the same as rules of
some game, like soccer game, “A player is not
allowed to touch a ball by hand except goal-
keepers.” If you ask “Why a player can not
use his/her hands?” Then one can only answer
that “That’s a rule of the soccer game.” This is

also true as the rule of chess, shougi, or go... If
there are ten kind of games, there are ten kind
of rules. Mathematics is the same, there are
many rules of mathematics and each rule makes
different mathematics. We can make arbitrary
kind of mathematics, only necessary condition
is such mathematical system must be consis-
tent. But, most of the arbitrary rules can not
make interesting mathematics. “Interesting” is
quite subjective word and it seems not so fit to
mathematics. But, many can feel that. I some-
times encountered that some people believe that
the mathematics is a kind of truth in the uni-
verse. But, mathematics is nothing related with
how the universe is. That’s the physics’s area.
However, well established mathematics can de-
scribe our universe well. I am fascinated this
point of mathematics. It is like a game/sport
that has a well established rule are so fun and
interesting. As there are many kind of games
and sports, there are many mathematics and
each mathematics may have different rules. Al-
though, many rules can be shared in mathemat-
ics. One can make up new rules and can create a
new sports. But it is difficult to create a new in-
teresting sports. It is the same in mathematics,
you can create own mathematics easily by mak-
ing up several definitions, but it is very difficult
to make an interesting new mathematics.

The second definition means that we can cre-
ate a next natural number from the current one.
This function creates a successor number from
the current number, therefore it called “succes-
sor” function. This defines “plus one” function.
We have already had the first natural number,
Zero, then we can make a successor number from
Zero. This successor number is “something” of
Zero. It is usually called one, but not neces-
sary. This definition just said, it is something
different from Zero. We have now:

1. there is the first number,

2. we can make a successor number from a
number.

Out of these two definitions/rules, it seems
we can make the whole natural numbers, but
this is not enough for that.

The third definition said that there is no loop
of successor function, i.e., if you repeat the suc-
cessor function staring with x, the result of them
will never return to the number x. This seems
natural since x + 1 + 1 ... + 1 != x. There is
such mathematics (modulo), however, Peano’s
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natural number does not think about that. For
example, there are such system, like 12 + 1 =
1, or 31 + 1 = 1. If you think this is odd, think
about your calender. Amazingly, the next day
of December 31st (31.12) is January 1st (1.1).
If you look at the month part, 12 + 1 = 1 and
days part is 31 + 1 = 1. Time has also simi-
lar system, next of 23:59 is 00:00, means 59 + 1
= 0. Some might say that is not a calculation,
but, there is such calculation in your computer.
Someone may think 1 + 1 = 2 is the simplest
mathematics. I think it is not so simple.

The fourth definition said that the same
number’s successors are always the same. In
other word, different two numbers’s successors
are never the same. The calender example also
does not follow this rule. 31 + 1 = 1 for Jan-
uary, 28 + 1 = 1 for February, 30 + 1 = 1 for
April. 31, 28, 30 are not the same number, but
the + 1’s result are all 1. This definition tells
you that the calender system never happens in
the natural number.

I think now Marvin want to complain my
explanation since these are so obvious and not
need to explain. The last definition said all
the natural numbers follows this rule are also
the natural number. This is the fundamental of
mathematical induction.

Marvin: “By the way, this explanation is
quite similar to the explanation from Kouji
Shiga’s book. You should refer that.” That’s
true. This explanation comes from “A story of
growing mathematics.” Unfortunately, I do not
have this book now. I left them in Japan... I like
all the Shiga’s book. When I found out that he
had an open seminar at Yokohama, I visited his
class. It took four hours to go and back the class
by train. It was fantastic classes. When I left
Japan, I regret that I could not take his class
anymore.

Peano’s axiom reminds me two things: Lao-
tsu and Wittgenstein. The coincidence works
again for the guide. The section 42 of Lao-tsu
starts with “Tao is created by one. One bears
two, two bears three, and three bears every-
thing...” I have no idea about what Wittgen-
stein try to explain, however, his word: the
words are just projection of the world. I think it
sounds right. λ calculus projects back this words
to a machine. I.e., logic (logos) is projected to
the world again. So far, I just describe calcula-
tion with words. But no matter what words I
use, this can be run on a machine, which belong
to the world. I am satisfied when I see the logic

really runs on a machine. Then I feel this is not
just meaningless words.

Next time, let me describe the natural num-
bers by λ.

7.2 Church numerals

Last time we were talking about how Peano
defined the natural number. Because λ calcu-
lus defines the numbers based on that. Mathe-
matical formulation makes the discussion (called
proof) more exact. This “exact” is important
for mathematician. The formulation causes in-
creasing the exactness, which means, there are
no such thing, like “You know about the num-
bers, just do something like calculation in ap-
propriate way.” Because even every single obvi-
ous issue should be defined in formulation. As
the side effect, we could execute these rules on
a machine — we can make a computer! That’s
the interesting point for me.

There are many ways to how to imple-
ment a computer as a machine. Pascaline [5]
and Charles Babbage’s differential engine [6] are
gear based. λ calculus does not suggest direct
implementation form, it is symbolic and more
abstract. But, it provides a suggestion of imple-
mentation.

Before Marvin points out, this explanation
is Masahiko Sato and Takafumi Sakurai’s “Ba-
sic theory of programming.” Prof. Sato’s class
was tough. At least I had totally no idea if I
only attended. However, when I asked ques-
tions, even though they are extremely stupid
questions, he answered the question until I said
“thanks I understand.” The problem is the class
was so tough, therefore, I do not have any ques-
tions except “What can I ask?” It is very diffi-
cult to figure out what is I don’t figure out.

Here, I use a circle as a sign of “This is a
number.” I use a square as Peano’s “Zero,” and
a successor number is represented by reputation
of “Zero”. See Figure 1.

As you see, there is no one or two. We have
only signs of “number” and “Zero.” Our number
system is depends on radix 10 system. We could
also use Roman number system, Babylonian sys-
tem, or Chinese characters. These are all for hu-
man’s convenience, and all of these number rep-
resentations are not substance. Zero is sufficient
to represent the Peano’s system. I use Zero as a
square, since I would like to stress that “Zero”
is also a name for something. It does not mat-
ter if it is “hoge,” or “Petrosiliuszwackelmann.”
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Figure 1: An example representation of Peano’s
number

Then I use a square as following the Prof. Sato’s
book.

When you see one square, then I understand
you want to call it one. I agree with that. But,
we need to represent Zero. The usual number 0
means “There is nothing here” – nothing exists
here. If we want to start the number Zero, then I
think this is the way. Although, Peano’s system
can start any number of natural number, one,
two, or 42. It does not matter where to start.
But still I would agree with Figure 1’s Zero looks
like one.

Let’s start with why we need a circle instead
of using only Zero in the next section.

7.3 Church numerals (2)

A circle was a symbol to represent a number.
But, there is no such thing (a symbol to repre-
sent a number) in Peano’s axiom. Peano’s ax-
iom only defines a Zero and a successor. We
employed a square to represent Zero. But when
we tell two numbers to a machine, we can not
distinguish two numbers if we have only Zeros.
See Figure 2. Therefore, we use a circle as a de-
limiter. One could say, we can use a space, but
we also need to tell a space to a machine, other-
wise any machine can not know a space exists.
We need something like a number 0. 0 means
“there is nothing.” If we write down nothing,
how we could know something is missing. If we
put 0, then we know nothing actively exists. 0
can represent “existence of nothing.” This is an
excellent invention of human being.

By the way, speaking about space, there is
no space character in Japanese. I think also Ko-
rean and Chinese do not have space character.
Therefore, a processing of Asian text starts with
finding words. A space character represents no
character, but existence of no character makes
so easy to find words. Space character is also

Figure 2: Necessity of delimiter to distinguish
the numbers

Figure 3: Church numerals

a brilliant invention. I remind myself that Lao-
tsu’s “usefulness of uselessness.”

The Church numerals, one of the represen-
tations of numbers of λ calculus, are defined in
the same manner of Figure 1:

0 := λfx.x

1 := λfx.fx

2 := λfx.f(fx)

3 := λfx.f(f(fx))

It seems these are not numbers, but these
satisfy Peano’s axiom, therefore, these are num-
bers. Because no matter what it looks like,
Peano’s axiom defines what the number should
be. If the condition is satisfied, they are num-
bers. That’s the rule. If you closely look this
numbers, the number of ’f ’ is represents the
number. Zero has no ‘f ,’ 1 has one ‘f ’. Two
has two ‘f ’s . Three are also the same. This
is the definition of Church numerals. As you
see in Figure 3, this is almost the same as Fig-
ure 1’s number. (Almost means both f and x

are square. Different things should have differ-
ent symbols. This is not good, but this is for
computation.)

Marvin: What a long story to define just
numbers! You spent nine articles to define it.
In the Wikipedia’s λ calculus page, when the
Church numerals are defined, it has already de-
fined all formal λ expressions. You said just one
is one square, two is two squares, ... this simple
thing took so long. It is OK to explain some-
thing simple, but it is so pedantic. You have not
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Figure 4: SUCC Mark I (Sirius Cybernetics cor-
poration)

even defined how to compute numbers. I have
experienced five universes time. But this is too
slow for me. So depressed.

But Marvin, this is the way I understand the
Church number. I am an amateur mathemati-
cian, so I could not understand if the definitions
of Peano’s axiom is only presented. It is so ab-
stracted and dry for me.

Marvin: Doesn’t matter. I am tired. You
defined numbers. Now what? Roman number
is better than this for computing. How can you
write 2008? My co-processor will be depressed.

OK. We have now numbers, let’s compute it.

8 SUCC mark I

Blaise Pascal made a calculator for helping his
father’s job (tax calculation). It is painful to
calculate a huge amount of accounting. I am
not good at calculation. So, I thought if I have
a computer, I do not need to compute anything
myself. That’s one of the motivation I took a
computer science course at my university. Some
people totally misunderstand that a computer
scientist is good at arithmetic. No. If someone
is good at arithmetic, why does she/he need to
learn that? If a human can fly faster than sound,
maybe we do not need to use a plane. If peo-
ple can communicate without speaking between
thousand km away, why we need a telephone? I
can not do arithmetic, therefore I learned com-
puter science.

Figure 4 is a computer SUCC mark I by Sir-
ius Cybernetics corp. This computer gets one
Church number as an input, and outputs an-
other Church number. This computer does not
understand what the number is, but just execute
one procedure. It is a kind of vending machine.
A vending machine can calculate changes, this
SUCC mark I also can compute something.

SUCC mark I runs computation as the fol-
lowing.

1. Figure 5. Initial state. Given an in-
put Church number on the ’input’ board.
Here, Church number 1 is the input as
an example. (Do you remember that the
Church number 1 is one circle and one
square?)

2. Figure 6. The input is copied on the out-
put. SUCC mark I scan the input and
choose the same tile from left to right.

3. Figure 7. The calculation result. After a
copy, SUCC mark 1 puts one more square
tile at the end of the output.

As you see, when we input the Church num-
ber 0, then the machine outputs Church number
1. The same procedure can generate 2 from 1,
3 from 2, and so forth. Finally, we have a com-
puter! and please shut up, Marvin.

Marvin: ....
It seems ridiculously simple, but this is the

basic of our computer. By the way, SUCC rep-
resents Successor. This is a successor number
generator. As we have already seen, this func-
tion and Zero generates all natural numbers. We
could add more procedures.

9 Pop1

9.1 Instructions of Pop1

We thought about a machine which generates
the next number of the input last time. Here,
we have seen a procedure of “increment one.”
We coined this procedure as “increment one,”
like this has something meaning. Or for human,
this procedure has a meaning, “increment one.”
But, the machine SUCC 1 just moves some sym-
bols around. SUCC 1 did not understand the
numbers. Here is too much to think about what
is “meaning” or what is “understanding.” There
is a theory called “Society of Mind” by Marvin
Minsky. The book said a complex combination
of simple functionalities creates intelligence, or
you can not distinguish such complex thing from
an intelligent thing. But SUCC 1 is such a sim-
ple machine and I could safely say it has no
intelligence. (By the way, are there any rela-
tionship between Marvin Minsky and the robot
Marvin?) Although human being prefers that a
machine performs something meaningful, it does
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Figure 5: SUCC Mark I. Initial state

Figure 6: SUCC Mark I. Scan the input and
replicate the ’symbols’ (circle and square) on the
output

Figure 7: SUCC Mark I. The result

not matter for the machine (or a machine can
not matter anything so far). Performing a pro-
cedure becomes a computation. Intriguing, it is
not necessary to understand what the computa-
tion means to perform computations.

SciFi novel usually describes this as a prob-
lem. A machine just executes its instructions
without any understanding. We can make any
dangerous machine (from Cordwainer Smith,
The Instrumentality of Mankind’s Menschen-
jager to a movie Terminator, and so on) Only
moral can stop this. My favorite is “Variant 2”
by Philip K. Dick, but it is too much here, so
back to λ calculus.

Figure 8 shows the machine Pop1. Pop1 can
execute three instructions.

1. Copy input to output: Copy the contents
of input table to the output table. (Fig-
ure 9)

2. Delete head and tail: Delete head and tail
on the output table (Figure 10)

Figure 8: Pop1 (Sirius Cybernetics corporation)

3. Add head and tail: Add a head and tail
to the number on the output table (Fig-
ure 11)

These instructions are always valid if the in-
put is a Church number. If the input is not
a Church number, Pop1 casts an error, usually
it gets angry and throws the numbers to you.
Sirius Cybernetics Coop.’s manual states that
“Please put a helmet on your head before run-
ning the program of Pop1.”

Let’s write a Pop1’s program using these
Pop1 instructions.

9.2 Pop1 Program

Pop1’s program is fixed. We can not change
the program. The Cybernetics coorp. consid-
ers their software is top secret matter. Even
the people working for the company can not see
it. Actually developers of the software can not
read that. But, if you run the program, Pop1
displays what instruction is currently executed.
So we can just write them down (Figure 12).
(The references (a), (b), (c) are Figure 9, 10,
11, respectively.) You may find that Pop1 has
only three instructions.

Marvin: It’s a waste to have three instruc-
tions in such a machine.

Of course, we could construct a computer
with one single instruction, which is Turing
equivalent to any computers we have. But, hu-
man needs understandings, Marvin. Please do
not forget that. (There are several variations
of one instruction set machine. My favorite one
instruction computer is in the book, Computer
Architecture: A Quantitative Approach.)

If you never wrote a computer program, you
might wonder this is a real program or not. This
is a real program. All the program stuffs are
composed of small program units (instructions),
even the program of the weddings, TV program,
Olympic game program, ... are the same way.
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Figure 9: Pop1 procedure (a): copy input to
output

Figure 10: Pop1 procedure (b): Remove head
and tail on the output

Figure 11: Pop1 procedure (c): Add head and
tail on the output

Figure 13 shows all the procedures.
Now, what does this program? It does not

matter the machine does something without
meaning “for human being,” but I can show
something meaning example here. Pop1 gets
two inputs A and B, and then outputs one re-
sult C. Here A, B, and C are called variables. I
will write this as

• Pop1(A, B) -> C

Set A is 1, B is 2, then the result is

• Pop1(1, 2) -> 3

Pop1 gets input 1 and 2, then the result is 3.
Let’s see more.

• Pop1(0, 0) -> 0

• Pop1(0, 1) -> 1

• Pop1(0, 2) -> 2

• ...

1. (a) Copy

2. (b) Delete head and tail

3. (a) Copy

4. (b) Delete head

5. (c) Add head

Figure 12: Pop1 program

• Pop1(1, 0) -> 1

• Pop1(1, 1) -> 2

• Pop1(1, 2) -> 3

• ...

• Pop1(2, 0) -> 2

• Pop1(2, 1) -> 3

• Pop1(2, 2) -> 4

• ...

Can you see what is Pop1? This is “Plus
operation.” Now you see why the machine’s
name is Pop1 (Plus OPeration 1). The name
is for human. It actually does not matter if it
is Lambda1, Machine1, Hokuspokus1, or what-
ever. Here I followed the book from Sato and
Sakurai.

Let’s rewrite this as in the usual notations.

• Pop1(0, 0) -> 0: 0 + 0 = 0

• Pop1(0, 1) -> 1: 0 + 1 = 1

• Pop1(0, 2) -> 2: 0 + 2 = 2

• ...

• Pop1(1, 0) -> 1: 1 + 0 = 1

• Pop1(1, 1) -> 2: 1 + 1 = 2

• Pop1(1, 2) -> 3: 1 + 2 = 3

• ...

• Pop1(2, 0) -> 2: 2 + 0 = 2

• Pop1(2, 1) -> 3: 2 + 1 = 3

• Pop1(2, 2) -> 4: 2 + 2 = 4

• ...
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Figure 13: Pop1 program illustrated

Finally, we have a computer, a machine that
can compute. At the old time, a computer is
a person’s job, typically a woman. Although
this computer Pop1 has ability to get angry if
you mistake the inputs, it does not understand
what the number is. It just follows a procedure.
However, it “looks like” it can compute. This
“looks like” is important. I believe nowadays
computer (2009) still does not understand what
the number is. Computation is a machine pro-
cedure. It looks like computing, and the result
is correct.

Appearance and contents, name and mean-
ing are different things. But “formalization” is
an idea if all the appearances are the same, let
the contents are also the same. This is not a
shallow idea. If there are perfect copies, you can
not distinguish. Then they are the same. For
example, you can buy a software, but each soft-
ware is a copy. We expect all the software have

the same functionality. This is important from
the industrial point of view. Of course, I am not
ready to accept the exact copy of myself – a copy
of human being. But, if I buy two computers of
the same model, I expect their functions are the
same. If I buy the same DVD title, I want to
have the same. Also I expect the quality should
not matter if I bought it from a shop in Berlin
or in Frankfurt.

On the other hand, I prefer a hand written
mail from my friends since each of them is differ-
ent. I look for the eternal truth in mathematics,
but I love also a limited life. It looks like contra-
diction. I wonder how is the opinion of Marvin,
who experienced the universe five times.

9.3 The idea of next level

So far, we saw machines that can compute num-
bers like SUCC1 or Pop1. Each machine ex-
ecutes own procedures. A procedure is a se-
quence of instructions, for example, what does
the machine do on an input, what does the ma-
chine do to create an output. Here we intention-
ally limited that the machine can only execute
one instruction at a time for simplicity, means
there is no parallel processing. The examples of
instruction are: copy the input number on the
input table to the output table, remove head
and tail from the number on the output table.

We show the possibility of calculation by a
machine which executes a procedure. The con-
crete examples are SUCC1 and Pop1. We can
construct arbitrary machines in the same way.
But, do we need to design machines for each
problem? To compute addition, do we need
Pop1? To compute subtraction, do we need
Subtraction1? Or, can we design a little bit
more general machine, that one machine can do
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and divi-
sion?

When a mathematician reached this point,
s/he can not help thinking: “How many instruc-
tion is sufficient to solve all the mathematical
problem?” “How can we consider ’all’ mathe-
matical problem?” “What can we compute and
can not compute in this way?”

We have already talk about a motivation of
the λ calculus. The motivation of λ calculus is
to think about the foundations of mathematics.
λ calculus re-think the mathematics by a formal
way. This lead us that calculation can be com-
posed of procedures and that are composed of
instructions. Each instruction is performed by
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a machine. Therefore, calculation can be done
by a formal way. It is possible! We saw the
possibility. Then people start to ask the next
level questions, “how to do that?” Many of the
science or mathematics develed in the similar
patterns.

It’s time to go to the next level of λ calculus.

9.4 Abstraction: Infinite in finite

Here I would like to remind you about abstrac-

tion. Abstraction derives a common idea that
is not associated with any specific instance from
many ideas associated with instances. Because
this blog is oriented to “getting a feeling of un-
derstanding,” I need to explain the motivation,
“why we should need to mention about ab-

straction?” We introduced the idea, abstrac-
tion, because concrete instances are not suffi-
cient. If someone can understand about what is
the addition, s/he can add a pair of numbers out
from infinite combination of numbers. Because
any memory devices have a limit in size, there
is a limit to add the numbers in finite combina-
tion. It is a strong idea that understanding we
can add any number.

We could design a machine that seems com-
pute numbers by memorize the answers. This is
a different approach to make machine to com-
pute. We could teach 1 + 1 equals 2, 1 + 2
equals 3. If you ask this machine, what is 1 +
2? The machine can answer 3. But, you asked
to the machine, what is 2 + 3? The machine can
not answer the question since the machine has
not taught that answer. This is why remember-
ing each instance is not sufficient.

We could abstract 1, 2, 3, ... as a concept of
“numbers.” We could design a machine which
process “numbers.” This means a machine can
treat infinite kind of number instances.

Here infinity means, we can add “any num-
ber” which is quite normal. It should not hap-
pens that while 1 + 10 is possible, 1 + 128 is not
possible. Sometimes, I encounter a person who
think that “nothing can do on infinity.” How-
ever, you can chose one number from infinite
numbers and you can add it with one. It might
be possible your choice is too large and you can
not say that number in your life time. However,
you know you can add any two numbers.

I personally think that the most important
subject in the high school mathematics is dif-
ferentiation and integration. It has an idea,
“Infinite can live in finite.” You can see this

through the concept called convergence. For ex-
ample, there are infinite number of numbers be-
tween zero to one. We can project and create
one to one mapping from an infinite plane to
hemi-sphere with radius one except one point.
Pythagoras thought infinite can not live in fi-
nite, Zenon made a famous paradox to indicate
Pythagoras’s mistake.

We could think about infinite numbers by
an abstraction of number itself. This is a strong
idea. In λ calculus, we abstract functions with
three definitions. All three definitions are about
functions. Thanks to abstraction, we can handle
any functions in λ calculus — infinite type of
functions.

Human has an ability to abstract each con-
crete numbers, like, 1, 2, 3, ... to “(general)
numbers.” And we can understand that num-
bers can include all possible numbers. This is
outstanding ability of human. It is enough in-
teresting for me that any people have this count-
ing ability and ability of speak except in case of
diseases. But a machine seems not have such
ability (yet).

Human can easily perform this abstraction.
For example, human can have a concept of
“chairs.” It is still a difficult problem to search
pictures of chairs by a machine. Human can
see a catalog book of IKEA (a famous furni-
ture shop now in 2009) and can recognize chairs.
How can we use it is also easy to be understood.
A word “chair” includes infinite type of chairs.
But, a human can recognize a new design chair
of this year which never existed before.

Similarly, λ calculus does not treat each con-
crete function. It concerns all kind of functions.
We can never predicted what kind of problem
we need to solve in the future. However, if we
have a theory for any kind of functions and if
this concept “function” is enough abstracted, we
can use this theory to solve the problem arisen
in the future. Mathematics is hard to be obso-
lete. For example, I doubt the idea of “addition”
would be obsolete later in thousand years. The
reason we think about this λ calculus or abstrac-
tion is we expect the theory last long. I like a
knowledge which last long since I do not need
to learn all the time. Many study/science aimed
this way, but it is not so easy.

Mathematics sticks at infinity, definition, or
something mathematics stuffs since we want to
expect that what correct today is also correct
tomorrow. It is interesting for me that mathe-
matics is the basics of almost all sciences and
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technology. A study, which does not change
once it is established, drives all the world tech-
nology change. But if you think a bit more, this
is natural. The advancement of technology is
based on yesterday’s advancement. If this base
is changed every day, we could have never ad-
vance. The technology itself can change every
day. But the base of technology can not be un-
stable. The basis of the technology is so sta-
ble, therefore, we can put some change based
on that. This is also the reason that most of
primary education includes mathematics.

10 λ, functions, and name

10.1 function = λ

My first problem about λ calculus is that there
is only one function, λ. Actually, λ means func-
tion, therefore, it is natural to call function as
“function” – λ. This sounded strange for me.
But λ calculus’s function is a bit different from
the conventional function when the λ calculus is
created. I assume they needed a name to distin-
guish them.

Anyway, function is λ. I don’t know that
why the symbol “λ” is selected to represent
functions. There are several hypotheses, but we
don’t exploit it here. One hypothesis is the λ

calculus is first started in logic. The letter ‘L’
in Greek is λ. But actually I don’t know, so it
is nice way to write that “We don’t exploit it
here.”

My second trouble was why “calculus?” λ

calculus seems more like Algebra. In symbolic
logic, these are called calculus. However, I am
an amateur mathematician, I do not know about
this also.

10.2 λ and name

In mathematics, we use function names as f ,
g, and so force. When we have more than one
function, these names f and g are useful to dis-
tinguish them. I assume the name f comes from
English “function” in English (an old language
on a plant called Earth.) But for any func-
tion we made, we wrote it as f := ... except
very special functions, for example, f(x) := x,
f(x) := x2, f(x) := sin(x), and so on.

It does not matter to write f := ... or g := ....
The substance part is this ... part, f is just like

a tag of a parcel. If we can get a parcel, the tag
does not matter.

Every planet has city halls if there are gov-
ernments. Every planet has banks if there exists
money. The people living these planets must
wait in a long queue to get the service. This is
usually defined by a law. If these services vio-
late the law, i.e., they did not make the people
wait, they will be arrested. Surely your planet
would be the same. This law seems ubiquitous
in our universe. Most of the city hall in these
planets issues a number on a card as describ-
ing a waiting order. A function name is just
like such a number on the card. There is not so
much meaning.

I prefer to be called by my name when I am
waiting for my turn. But I will be fine, if this
call-by-number system makes less waiting time
than the call-by-personal-name system. The im-
portant thing is this “number” indicates what or
who. If “10” indicates me, I am “10.” I have
no feeling to prefer number 10. I do not say
“Oh, the number 10? I do not accept that num-
ber.” The important thing is “mapping” from
the number to me. Therefore, I could accept
any number like 10, 42, or 156.

Although I repeated a name is a second mat-
ter, mapping from name to substance is essen-
tial. I could say a name is for mapping. If you
can say several things by one name, it is a great
first step of abstraction.

But, λ calculus avoids names. If we do have
less names, we can concentrate the substance.
We use the name “λ” instead of “function”. “λ”
seems no meaning, dry, and it seems not a name.
On the other hand, a name is important for hu-
man understanding process.

Marvin: “What a contradiction! A name
is important, but does not matter. I’m de-
pressed.”

I mean, mapping is the substance, which is
depends on name. Therefore, a name is impor-
tant “for human,” but the name itself can be
anything like 10. In this sense, it does not mat-
ter. Isn’t it clear?

A computer called a “computer” in English,
“Keisanki” in Japanese, “Rechner” in German.
Even the real substance hardware is the same,
it is called by different names. “1” is “one”
in English, “Eins” in German, and “ichi” in
Japanese. “A rose by any other name would
smell as sweet.” “One by any other name should
share the same concept as 1.” Human usually
understand a substance by its name. In this
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sense, the name is important. Some can think
this is a philosophical problem. But a computer
language called scheme (a lisp) clearly distin-
guish the substance and its name. The sub-
stance is λ, and we can call it directory, or we
can bind the name to a λ (mapping!), then call
it by the bind name. This is well defined. A ma-
chine can perform it. So, I think it is not a prob-
lem like “what is life?” Of course, it is difficult
to make a map with a good name. Maybe think
about a good name is a philosophical problem.
(Here I use a stereotype as philosophy == diffi-
cult).

11 The first step of λ calcu-

lus

The function itself is more important than the
name of function. First we need to recognize
this is a function or not. In the λ calculus, The
symbol λ is used as a marker of a function. Since
the name of function is not so important com-
pare to its substance, we should be able to rep-
resent the substance of the function without the
name. If we need a name, we could make a con-
nection between the name and the substance of
the function. (It is called binding.)

Once we used a vending machine as an anal-
ogy of a function in this article. Because we
can put something into a function, then we can
get something out from the function. If you put
some money to a vending machine, then you can
get some goods from it. I think the simplest
vending machine is that if I put something in,
then I can get it out without any change. Such
function gets a “something” and outputs “some-
thing (the same thing I put).” If you input ◦,
then your output is ◦. Let’s write (define) such
function as λ ◦.◦. Also we define the first ◦ is an
input and the second ◦ is its output. Here I use
a symbol ◦, but I choose this arbitrary. I want
to say this is something not fixed. This “some-
thing” is essential. If I can say this something
as a tangible instance, the idea here will be lost.
This is a part of abstraction.

Here a vending machine can sell something
(or anything). If you limit this machine’s ability
to only an instance, for example, bottles of wa-
ter. This machine is just an ordinary machine.
It can only handle bottles of water. We want to
have more powerful system, therefore we should
keep this as “something.”

Why do we write the function like that? I
think it is quite natural to ask “why” here un-
less you are a mathematician. Mathematicians
know this is the same to a rule of game. There-
fore, they understand if you said “it’s a rule (It’s
called a definition).” However, this has some
convenience idea behind for mathematicians.

The first symbol “λ” tells you that this is
a function. This is a marker or an identifier of
a function. We are talking about functions, so,
we need to distinguish that this is a function or
not. It is possible that we can actually write
this marker with “K”, or “I will write a func-
tion now”. In this way, “λ ◦ .◦“ is re-written as
“I will write a function now ◦.◦”. We also de-
fine that the before of “.” represents an input
and the after the “.” is its output. This define
is also an artificial rule. For example, we could
write the output at the first place and the sec-
ond one is an input. Or, we can make what is
the input/output clear, we can add “this is an
input” and “this is the output.” In this manner,
“λ ◦.◦” becomes “I will write a function now this
is an input ◦. this is the output ◦.”

Because it is cumbersome to write “I will
write a function” every time, let’s back to the
λ, then, “λ this is an input ◦. this is the out-
put ◦.” I am serious to say that “because it is
cumbersome.” Here if we agree the first one is
an input and the last one is the output, then,
“λ ◦ .◦” is sufficient and no misunderstanding.
“λ ◦ .◦” said this is a function, the input is ◦
and the output ◦.

One thing I am not sure is why λ calculus
uses λ as an indicator? But for mathematicians,
this does not matter. If we write a function
as a “function” literally, or write “1” as “1,”
it is hard to answer why a function is called
function. Why a fall called fall. Maybe this is
philosophically question, but I have no work for
this. By the way, Mark Twain seems have an
idea about the word fall.

If the input is ◦ and its output is ⋄, we could
write this functions as “λ ◦ .⋄.” However, it
is ambiguous the relationship between ◦ and ⋄.
The function “λ◦.◦” is rather simple. Let’s back
to the analogy of vending machine. If you input
10 Euro to the vending machine “λ ◦ .◦,” you
will get exact the same 10 Euro. If you input
5 Euro, you will get exact the same 5 Euro. It
doesn’t matter how much you input to the ma-
chine, the output of the machine is always the
same amount of your input.

What if we input ⊘ to “λ ◦ .⋄?” In the
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lambda calculus, if you input a symbol ⊘, the
output is ⋄. This means, “λ ◦ .⋄”, and “λ ⊘ .⋄”
are identical. “λ◦ .◦” means if you input “some-
thing” then you get “exactly the same some-
thing.” We don’t input ◦ only, but something
else we can input. It’s a bit hard. If you know
the idea “variable,” we can say “◦” is a variable.

Let’s get back to this “◦”. “◦” represents
“something” here.

Marvin: Again, “something”... I am tired.
You may ask “what is something?” I un-

derstand. But the answer is still “something”
Or “something of something”. For example, if
I limit the subject to money, I could say this
something is “something of money.” If you
put “some(thing) of money”, exact the same
“some(thing) of money” will be out. The func-
tion “λ◦.◦” does it. Equation 1 shows the struc-
ture of λ expression. The output amount never
larger or smaller than the input. Therefore, if
you put 100 Altair dollar, the output is 100 Al-
tair dollar. If you put 200 Altair dollar, the out-
put is 200 Altair dollar. If you put ’some’ Altair
dollar, the output is exact same ’some’ Altair
dollar. This is the meaning of “something”. I
can not say more exact since it is abstracted.
Some schools teach this “something” as ’x’, so
some people feel easy to understand as if you
input x, then the output is x.

λ
︸︷︷︸

Function

x
︸︷︷︸

Input

. x
︸︷︷︸

Output

(1)

It does not matter if we replace “x” with “◦” or
“⋄.” The same function we can write as “λ◦ .◦,”
“λ ⋄.⋄,” “λx.x,” or “λy.y.” Conventionally, peo-
ple wrote this as “λx.x.” This is the mean-
ing of “Something.” If you ask mathematicians,
“What is something here?” then they will an-
swer, “something is something.” They are not
fooling you, that is the best answer they have.

Let’s back to the analogy of vending ma-
chine again. A simple machine can only accept
100 Altair dollar and can issue 100 Altair dollar
ticket for Sirius. This vending machine is simple
because it fixes the destination and the price.
There were such vending machine on earth is
described by Heron of Alexandria, A.D. 10-70.

However, if the machine can accept other
destinations and other prices, that would be
more versatile. For example, it can also sell 150
Altair dollar ticket for Orion. Not only Altair
dollar, but if it accepts a galactic credit card
and you can get the ticket for the restaurant at

the end of the universe. Or a concert ticket in
Kreuzberg. I think you would agree the “some-
thing” is more general, this is more useful. The
first example of “something” was just 100 Al-
tair dollar. Then it becomes any price of Al-
tair dollar, then becomes credit card. The out-
put started with a ticket for Sirius, then Orion,
restaurant and concert. We would like to think
about all kind of “something” here, that’s the
idea of function.

Now I hope you know what the meaning of
“something” here. Marvin seems have a com-
ment.

Marvin: “One of my designer developed a
machine, called a general exchanger. The dif-
ference between an usual exchanger and a gen-
eral exchanger is the general exchanger accepts
anything, and outputs something which has the
equal value to the input. (A normal exchanger
only exchange money, like 100 Alter dollar to
10000 Sirius yen.) When you put your soft-
ware, which, by the way, you took more than
three months to develop it, the output was an
old bread with a cup of cold tea.”

I: “That was broken, wasn’t it?”
M: “Yes, it was. I can not accept there was

a cup of tea.”
I: “...”

12 λ calculus: a two times
function

Let’s write down a function which outputs two
times of the input number. The input is ’x,’
then the output is ’2x.’ Therefore, we could
write it as

λx.2x (2)

As you see in Equation 1, this is a function and
its input is ’x’ and the output is ’2x.’ Then this
becomes a function which multiples the input
with two.

However, this is not exact. Here I cheated
you a bit. We are now thinking about the func-
tions. Do we know a function ‘multiplication?’
We should start with something fundamental,
then we would like to develop it. But here we
already use an undefined function, ‘multiplica-
tion.’ Let’s think again, do we know about num-
bers? If we did not define numbers like “2,”
we can not use it. One of my motivation to
learn λ calculus was to build a machine which
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can compute the numbers. Functions like addi-
tion, multiplication, subtraction might be easy
for human being, but how can a machine know
them? We should define each of them, addition,
multiplication, and so on.

A function (λx.2x) is f(x) := 2x by the con-
ventional notation. g(x) := 2x also represents
the same function. Input is x, then two times of
input will be outputted. The names f(x) or g(x)
are just an identifier as in the numbers which
you might get in your townhall. (By the way,
“:=” means “define” here.) Names are usually
important for understanding. But if you ask
the name is really substance or not, the answer
is no. There are no difference between f or g in
this example. In the notation of λ expression,
we can read λx.2x as “the function which input
is x and the output is 2x.” In this way, we do
not need to write a name like f or g.

We call a function as Lambda in Lambda
calculus all the time. I think that is related
with that “the name is not the substance of a
function.” To concentrate this idea, every func-
tion is called λ. It does not matter the function
is called as a, b, f , or g. In this way, I could
imagine that there are people who are seriously
thinking about functions. These people have an
idea, they do not want to be bothered by names,
but they would like to study what the function
is.

13 λ calculus: applying a
function

In λ calculus, a function has only one argument.
An argument is a parameter of function, or an
input of function. We can talk about more than
one argument case later.

When the argument value is determined –
this means when the input is determined –, put
the value to the right side of the λ expression (=
function), and apply the function to the value.
In the case of vending machine, someone just
put the money into it. The machine waits the
money. Once some money is in, it computes
the output. Many of the functions are similar;
They wait an argument. When an argument is
determined, the computation starts.

The word “apply” seems a big word. I think
this “apply” is not so far from “assign” the
value. However, we can assign a non-value, or
we can assign another function, so it is better to

use the word “apply.”
Let’s see an example of applying a function.

f(x) := 2x (3)

λx.2x (4)

These two functions are the same. Equation 3
is a conventional notation and Equation 4 is a
λ expression. Let’s assign x to 3, or apply the
lambda expression to 3.

f(3) := 2x

= 2 ∗ 3

= 6

(λx.2x)3 = (λ3.23)

= 2 ∗ 3

= 6

We got the same result. Both functions are a
function which multiply the input by two. We
inputed three, then we got six.

In lambda calculus, a function can take only
one argument. Then how can we handle a two
argument function? For example, f(x, y) := x−
y. This case, we can make a function which take
a function with one argument, and the function
returns a new function. This is such a function.

λy.(λx.x − y)

First, let’s see the (λx.x − y) part, this is a one
argument function, the input is x, and the out-
put is x − y. We can apply this to x = 3, the
result is

(λx.x − y)3 = 3 − y

But this is a function with an argument y.

λy.3 − y

Assume y = 1,

(λy.3 − y)1 = 3 − 1

= 2

Good. We have computed 3−1. As you see, one
apply determines one argument. We can repeat
this as many as we wish. In this way, we can
handle any number of arguments.

The first function (λx.x−y)’s result is a func-
tion. This might puzzled some people, but this
is a powerful tool. But in λ calculus, these func-
tion which returns a function is also a function.
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Sirius Cybernetics corporation sells a vend-
ing machine, which sells other vending ma-
chines. Sirius Cybernetics corp.’s advertise-
ment is “General purpose vending machine gen-
sym3141! This machine makes you the top man-
ager of your Konzern. You can sell anything.”
Of course Marvin said, “That’s not possible.
Even an earthmen knows it is not possible. How
depressed.” A vending machine positively can
sell a computer or a car. Then nothing wrong if
a vending machine sells a vending machine. If
a function gets a function as an input and its
output is a function, still it is a function. Be-
cause a function is getting an input and putting
an output. That is a λ.

14 A broken vending ma-

chine

A few months ago, there was a question, what
if the vending machine is broken? Since I use
a vending machine as an analogy of a function,
we could also think about a broken function.

First of all, what is “broken” means?

1. If you put anything to the machine, noth-
ing comes out.

2. If you put anything to the machine, the
output is always the same.

3. If you put anything to the machine, the
output is always unexpected.

If a vending machine behaves one of them,
we could say it is “broken.” But, a word “bro-
ken” is still ambiguous. If the machine always
behave one of them, such machine might just
fulfill its specification. I would like to say, if
the machine could not fulfill the specification,
then I define the machine is broken. If we agree
with this definition, we can only say a machine
is broken or not by looking up the specification.
λ expression is enough powerful to express these
specifications.

1. Nothing comes out: First we define or
interpret the meaning of “nothing comes out.”
If a vending machine is an exchanger of Altair
dollar, “nothing comes out” means 0 Altair dol-
lar comes out. Then, we could write it as λx.0.
In the same way, if nothing comes out means 0
of something comes out, we could write all of
these kind of things.

2. Always the same output: The output is
always the same is easy. Let’s write the output
is y, the same thing every time comes out. This
is λx.y. This means for any input x, the output
is always y.

3. An unexpected output: Again first we
need to make this “unexpected” means clear.
For example, who expects the output? A per-
son expects the output, I presume. A human be-
ing cannot expect the output. But, it might be
complicated for a human being. Marvin might
be able to expect the output. We can use a
function which Marvin is involved. For example,
Marvin could figure out the output is a Mersen-
nely twisted. Then we can write a function. The
output of a pseudo random number generator
seems unexpected, but actually it is just that
a human can not recognize it. However, Turing
proposed a hardware random number generator,
which uses a radioisotope observer machine. In
this case, Marvin also has a problem to expect
the output (maybe).

15 A vending machine gen-

sym3141

A vending machine “gensym3141” is a prod-
uct of Sirius Cybernetics corporation. This ma-
chine’s sales point is that it can generate infi-
nite kind of vending machines. This machine
can only provide vending machines, but, you
can buy anything – a cap of coffee, a car, or
a computer – from gensym3141. If you want to
have a cup of coffee, then you first buy a vending
machine which sells a cup of coffee.

Here, you must notice that there is a vend-
ing machine which gensym3141 can not provide.
Some people easily misunderstand that a vend-
ing machine can provide infinite kind of vending
machine, that can provide everything. If you are
a one of them, Marvin will laugh at you. But
since laughing at you does not help you, let’s
think about such machine a bit.

The vending machine gensym3141 has a key-
pad, you can input a number 1, 2, 3, ... This
means you can input infinite kind of numbers
to gensym3141. For example, the number of a
vending machine of Vogon poetry book is
157079632679489661923. But, the number of
vending machine of the fishbowl made by dol-
phin is −111111. gensym3141 does not have ’−’
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button on the keypad. Therefore, you can input
infinite kind of number to the gensym3141, yet
you can not get the vending machine of the fish-
bowl made by dolphin. Or, it is OK if you can
understand infinite does not mean everything.

Of course Sirius Cybernetics corporation
marketing people are trained to convince the
customers like “You can buy infinite kind of
vending machine from gensym3141. Infinite
kind! You can buy everything from this one sin-
gle machine!” Also the universe is huge. There
are so many stupid customers who believe these
words. Therefore, the universe is filled with gen-
sym3141.

By the way, there are many famous vend-
ing machines that you can not buy from
gensym3141. First of all, you can not by
gensym3141. If someone think about such
thing, Sirius Cybernetics’s mind control ma-
chine, which is integrated in the gensym3141,
removes your memory. It is highly recommend
not to think about that near the gensym3141.
One guy tried to buy a vending machine which
sells anti-mind-control vending machines from
gensym3141. However, when gensym3141 rec-
ognizes the intension of a customer, the mind
control machine inside gensym3141 is also ac-
tivated and the customer becomes a loyal em-
ployee of the Sirius Cybernetics corporation.

This is one of the patents of Sirius Cyber-
netics corporation. You must buy gensym3141
directory from Sirius Cybernetics corporation.
We can also not get a vending machine which
sells the patents. The details are unknown.
There is no record of such sacrifice example.

The publisher of the hitchhiker’s guide has
a monopoly right of selling the guide. The pub-
lisher also has a monopoly right of a monopoly
right of selling a vending machine of the guide.
Therefore, gensym3141 refuses to sell a vend-
ing machine of the guide and also refuses to sell
a vending machine of monopoly right of selling
the guide. Sirius Cybernetics corporation and
the publisher of the guide have a conflict that
which has the right to sell a vending machine of
a vending machine of monopoly right of selling
the guide. This lawsuit took a long time and yet
seems no end. Even this lawsuit is finished, it is
obvious to see there is the next lawsuit.

It seems we have enough about gensym3141,
let’s back to the lambda’s story.

16 λ version Church number

We have already made Church numbers by
boxes. It is about how can we define the num-
bers for a machine. I wanted to talk about com-
putation. For that, I needed numbers. Without
numbers, it is hard to talk about computation.
Marvin complains the story line was not natu-
ral, but the author’s writing skill level was ap-
parently not enough to make it natural.

As we have already introduced Church num-
bers, I will show you them again.

0 := λfx.x

1 := λfx.fx

2 := λfx.f(fx)

3 := λfx.f(f(fx))

Please remember, the number of ’f ’s is cor-
responds to each number. For example, the
Church number 0 has two inputs, f and x, but
the output is only one, x, means no f . The
Church number 1 has output fx, which contains
one f .

0 := λ
︸︷︷︸

Function

fx
︸︷︷︸

Inputs

. x
︸︷︷︸

Output

1 := λ
︸︷︷︸

Function

fx
︸︷︷︸

Inputs

. fx
︸︷︷︸

Output

This is like Chinese characters. The Chinese
character of 1 is “’ 一”, 2 is “’ 二”, 3 is “三”.
If 4, 5, 6, are in the same way, that is Church
numbers. But, the ancient Chinese people had a
wisdom and they decided not to use the Church
number until a computer will be invented. Since
it is not so practical without a computer. Ro-
man numbering system is also similar to the
Church number especially when the number is
large. By the way, Chinese character’s 0 is ’零.’
I do not know when the number 0 was recog-
nized in China. But in Edo era in Japan, 0 is
expressed as Tada, means free. When you want
to buy something by free, which means 0. We
can find this in classic Rakugo, “Kohome.”

17 λ version SUCC 1

An important part of Peano’s axiom is the suc-
cessor function. The successor function is a
function to make a successor number of the in-
put number. We described a machine called
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“SUCC1” as an implementation of the succes-
sor function.

When we define numbers as the answer of
what is the numbers, we could define numbers
by enumerating all numbers. But, mathemati-
cians are lazy, or must be lazy, and it is quite dif-
ficult to enumerate all the numbers which is infi-
nite. Mathematicians’ answer is that: 1. create
the first number, 2. create a function which gen-
erates the next number. Then each mathemati-
cian applies them to generate an arbitrary num-
ber. They do not use concrete examples 1,2,3,
..., but, they abstract the property of numbers
and use the property to define the numbers.

A generator of successor number is a func-
tion, therefore it is a λ. If we have the first
number and this λ, we can generate all the num-
bers. The vending machine gensym3141 can
provide a vending machine (vending machine
No.6931471805), which input is a vending ma-
chine and the output is a successor vending ma-
chine. The vending machine No.1 is “herring
vending machine.” The vending machine No.2
is “sandwich vending machine.” The vending
machine No.3 is “herring sandwich vending ma-
chine.” If vending machine No.6931471805 gets
vending machine No.1, the output is vending
machine No.2. In the same way, if it gets vend-
ing machine No.2, the output is vending ma-
chine No.3. Then what is the output of vend-
ing machine No.6931471805, of course it is vend-
ing machine No.6931471806. This is just one of
a vending machine, however, an intelligent life
form usually feel something special on such ma-
chine. Therefore there is a name, SUCC. The λ

of this SUCC is

SUCC := λnfx.f(nfx).

If you read the Wikipedia’s λ calculus page, you
might try to apply this to numbers. If you can
easily get the next number, you do not need to
read this article anymore. I failed to do that. I
spent for a week to figure it out. When I figured
it out, I decided to write this article. This ar-
ticle could be just a supplement of Wikipedia’s
lambda calculus page.

I forget to explain one rule that function ap-
plication is “left-associative.”

fxy = (fx)y

The function is processed from left to right. 1
- 2 - 3 is not a λ expression, but it is a left-
associative example, means (1 - 2) - 3. Enclosed

by enclosed parentheses ’()’ part is calculated
first. Therefore,

1 − 2 − 3 = (1 − 2) − 3

= −1 − 3

= −4

If it is right-associative,

1 − 2 − 3 = 1 − (2 − 3)

= 1 − (−1)

= 2.

We got the different answers. If we write this
function as a λ expression,

= (λx.λy.λz.x − y − z) 1 2 3

Because 1− 2− 3 is f(x, y, z) = x− y − z where
x = 1, y = 2, z = 3. This concludes

(λx.λy.λz.x − y − z) 1 2 3 · · · apply x to 1
= (λy.λz.1 − y − z) 2 3 · · · apply y to 2
= (λz.1 − 2 − z) 3
= (λz. − 1 − z) 3 · · · apply z to 3
= −1 − 3
= −4

x = 1, y = 2, z = 3 if this is left-associative and
x = 3, y = 2, z = 1 if this is right-associative.
We use left-associative in λ calculus unless it is
explicitly mentioned.

18 λ version SUCC

18.1 Function SUCC

Last time, we told about a rule, function appli-
cation is left-associative. First of all, why we
need to think about something associative? Be-
cause it is not so useful when the answers are
different even the expressions are the same. If
one computes 1−2−3 as (1−2)−3 (= −4) and
the other computes it as 1 − (2 − 3) (= 2), the
values of the expression are different. Someone
might think useful if a calculator gives differ-
ent answers every time, however, I assume many
people could agree such calculator is not so use-
ful. We need to define associativity if the input
expressions are the same, then the answer are
also the same.

This is the reason why we need to think
about associativity. The next question is why
we use left-associative? Actually this is just a
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definition and it does not matter which one we
take, as long as it is defined one of them. Some-
one defined it as left long time ago. This is a
definition and it does not have meaning. We
could have right-associative system. I assume
we use left-associative because many of Euro-
pean languages write the letters from left to
right, and nowadays mathematical notation is
based on European mathematics.

18.2 Left- and right-associative

A definition, like function application is left-
associative, is alike a rule of a sport. One of
the rules of basketball is a player with the ball
must dribble a ball when the player moves. Why
is it? Because it is a rule of the game. If some-
one dribbles a ball in baseball, it doesn’t make
any sense. If a soccer player uses hands except
the goal-keeper, it is a foul. Why is it so? That
is out of question. It is the rules of the game.
Mathematics also has the similar aspect. “Why
is it left-associative?” “Because it is a definition.
(it means that’s the rule.)”

An unfortunate starts when someone teaches
this mathematical rule is the unique and unal-
terable truth. If one believe 1 + 1 = 2 is the
unique and unalterable truth, then s/he could
not understand mathematics at some point. For
example, there is a mathematics 1 + 1 = 1.
This mathematics is used in nowadays com-
puter. Nowadays computer widely uses binary
system, and binary system has only ‘0’ and ‘1.’
Then 1 + 1 = 2 could not be possible since 2
does not exist in one digits computation. An-
other unfortunate could be someone thinks now
1 + 1 = 2 is a mistake. This is not a mis-
take. Each game has each rule or truth like
baseball has its own and baseball has one as
well. 1 + 1 = 2 is useful, many cases it is con-
sidered truth, but, it is done after it has been
defined. Namely, if the rules of a game are de-
fined, that rules become the unique and unal-
terable truth/rule/definition.

Both in sports and mathematics, we are al-
ways interested in a similar aspects. “Does the
rule/definition make an interesting game?” I
think we do not so much care about the rule or
the definition itself. I am much interested in the
game, not the rules. If we define an operation
of addition, does it lead something interesting?
If we think about a system which only uses ad-
dition and multiplication, what will it be? By
the way, the system of linear algebra consists of

addition and one constant multiplication.
When I think about other people, I usually

found more interesting about “What this person
did?” than “Who is this person? (weight, hight,
outlook, name, ...)” I also find that “what is
the function of the definition?” is more intrigu-
ing than the definition itself. I happen to have
a question “Why we need this definition?” for
many times. Then I hated mathematics at the
moment. But, I think I should not have this
question.

“But Marvin, no mathematics teacher
taught me such things. Do you know why?”

“Because it is obvious.”
If someone understand well, then they did

not realized it. Even they did not cast a ques-
tion. However, I always feel no question is not
a good sign.

Let’s see the SUCC function again.

SUCC := λ n f x.f (n f x)

This is a short form of

SUCC := ((λn.λf).λx).f (n f x).

The left side of “.” indicates function, we could
remove two redundant λs out of three λs. More
precisely, this is related with “curring.” “Cur-
ring” coined after Haskell Curry, but it seems
Curry is not the inventor (Moses Schoenfinkel
and Gottlob Frege). It is the technique of trans-
forming a multiple arguments function to a com-
bination of single argument functions. If you
fix all arguments except the first one, you get a
function of the non-first arguments in this tech-
nique. This means we only need to think about
single argument function. Why do we think
about curring? Because single argument func-
tion is simpler than multiple argument function.
If the effects are the same, (lazy) mathematician
likes the simpler one.

18.3 SUCC – Apply numbers

Let’s compute the SUCC function one by one.
First time, I was confused and I tried to use ‘0’
or ‘1’ as a number. But here, a number is a
Church number, then 0 is (λfx.xl). You can
see I am a totally amateur. Please keep the left-
associative in mind,

SUCC 0 := (λnfx.f(nfx))(λfx.x)

= (λfx.f(λfx.x)fx).
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Because of left-associative ‘n’ is (λfx.x). Here
the underlined part,

(λfx.x)fx

You see that any ‘f ’ will vanish? For example,
one argument function

(λf.3)

means,

f(x) := 3.

Therefore, this function is always 3 for any
‘x.’ Such variable ‘x’ is called free variable (or
say, the variable does not bound). It is like Mar-
vin in the Heart of Gold. Anything does not
matter for Marvin. Zaphod always forgets him.
But this free variable is necessary as Marvin in
Hitchhiker’s guide to the Galaxy. The vending
machine gensym3141 does not bound any vari-
ables until you put your credit card. Without
credit card, all the variables are free variable for
gensym3141. λ function has such a function.

In (λfx.x)fx, first, f is applied to f , how-
ever, this is a free variable. Then this f is van-
ished. (This λ expression has only ‘x’ after the
‘.’.) If you are confused two fs in this λ expres-
sion, we can rewrite it to (λgx.x)fx. This is the
same. When the function applies to f , g does
not bound, then f will vanish.

Then, this will be

(λfx.x)fx

(λx.x)x.

The last line, λ expression applies to x, it
becomes x. Again, there are three xs here. To
make this clear, we could change the variable
name to y.

(λy.y)x

This is totally same as (λx.x)x. If we write this
in conventional way,

f(x) := x

f(y) := y.

These two are substantially the same.
Marvin is “マービン” in Japanese. It is

“Marvin” in English. But Marvin itself does
never change according to which language do
you use. Please note that the variable name
can be changed does not mean (λx.x) can be

(λx.y). The corresponding “what to what” must
be kept. This is the line and if you over that line,
anyone can treat Vogon correctly.

(λfx.x)fx

is

(λfx.x)fx · · · remove f since f is unbound

(λx.x)x · · · Input x, output x

This

(λx.x)x

is

x,

Therefore,

(λfx.f((λfx.x)fx))

is

(λfx.f(x)).

Although parentheses ’()’ represent priority of
the expression, there is no meaning in this case.
Then lazy mathematicians will write it as

(λfx.fx)

Almost, but not yet. We can remove the out-
most parentheses also.

λfx.fx

Now, this is Church number 1. Therefore,
SUCC 0 is 1.

Finally, we have computed SUCC 0 in λ ex-
pression way.

19 SUCC 1

Now we are ready to calculate SUCC 1.

SUCC 1

:= (λnfx.f(nfx))(λfx.fx)

= (λfx.f((λfx.fx)fx))

= (λfx.f((λx.fx)x))

= (λfx.f(fx))

= λfx.f(fx)

= 2
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SUCC 1 is 2. The underline characters are pro-
cessed at each line. In case if ((λfx.fx)fx)) is
not clear, we could change the variable name
more unique to distinguish. ((λfx.fx)fx) is
the same to ((λgh.gh)fx). Because the mean-
ing of the function does not change if the bind-
ing variable name is changed. (more detail, see
Wikipedia α-conversion) For example, f(x) =
2x is the same to f(g) = 2g. If you draw the
graph of this function, the only difference is the
axis name is {x, f(x)} or {g, f(g)}.

((λgh.gh)fx) · · · g is replaced with f

((λh.fh)x) · · · h is replaced with x

(fx)

I hope this is not ambiguous anymore.

20 ADD

Addition is defined by the following.

PLUS := λmnfx.mf(nfx)

Let’s calculate 1 + 2.
1 and 2 are

1 := λfx.fx,

2 := λfx.f(fx)

respectively.

(λmnfx.mf(nfx))(λfx.fx)(λfx.f(fx))

= (λnfx.(λfx.fx)f(nfx))(λfx.f(fx))

= (λnfx.(λx.fx)(nfx))(λfx.f(fx))

= (λnfx.f(nfx))(λfx.f(fx))

= (λfx.f((λfx.f(fx))fx))

= (λfx.f((λx.f(fx))x))

= (λfx.f(f(fx)))

= λfx.f(f(fx))

= 3

Therefore 1 + 2 = PLUS 1 2 = 3. It seems
a magic. But the principle is the same as the
Pop1. Church number represents numbers by
the number of fs. Therefore, addition is basi-
cally concatenate the numbers. If 1 = f and 2 =
ff , 1+2 = f + ff = fff . In the same way, for
example 3 + 4 = fff + ffff = fffffff = 7.

21 MULT

Multiplication is defined as the following.

MULT := λmnf.m(nf)

Since

2 := λfx.f(fx)

3 := λfx.f(f(fx))

MULT 2 3

:= (λmnf.m(nf))(λfx.f(fx))

(λfx.f(f(fx)))

= (λnf.(λfx.f (fx))(nf))(λfx.f(f(fx)))

You can see that (nf) is copied as many as fs.

= (λnf.(λx.(nf)((nf)x)))(λfx.f(f(fx)))

(nf) is copied the first argument (=2) times.
The second argument (=3) is replaced with n of
(nf).

= (λf.(λx.((λfx.f(f(fx)))f)

(((λfx.f(f(fx)))f )x)))

= (λf.(λx.(λx.f(f(fx)))

(((λx.f(f(fx))))x)))

= (λf.(λx.f(f(f(((λx.f(f(fx))))x)x))))

= (λf.(λx.f(f(f(f(f(fx)))x))))

= (λf.f(f(f(f(f(fx))))))

= 6

There is another multiplication definition.

MULT := λmn.m(PLUSn)0

I thought this 0 is just number 0 instead of
Church number 0, when I saw this in Wikipedia.
This is not easy for beginners.

MULT 2 3

:= (λmn.m(PLUSn)(λfx.x))

(λfx.f(fx))(λfx.f(f(fx)))

= (λn.(λfx.f(fx))(PLUSn)

(λfx.x))(λfx.f(f(fx)))

You can find the similar pattern as the first defi-
nition, (PLUS n) is copied k-times (k = the first
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argument number).

= (λn.(λx.(PLUSn)((PLUSn)x))

(λfx.x))(λfx.f(f(fx)))

= (λn.(PLUSn)((PLUSn)

(λfx.x)))(λfx.f(f(fx)))

= (PLUS(λfx.f(f(fx))))

((PLUS(λfx.f(f(fx))))(λfx.x))

The underline part, PLUS 3 0 is 3 (= 3 + 0).
Therefore,

= (PLUS(λfx.f(f(fx))))(λfx.f(f(fx)))

This is 3 + 3, then,

= 6.

22 PRED

We have addition and multiplication. Next I
would like to have subtraction. But, we do not
have minus numbers of Church numbers. Be-
cause we construct the numbers by number of
fs. For simplicity, we do not think about minus
numbers here. If you want to know more, you
can look up Wikipedia.

We prepare PRED before we go to subtrac-
tion. The PRED (predecessor) function gener-
ates one Church number before the input num-
ber. Here we will not think about before the
number 0.

The definition of PRED is

PRED := λnfx.n(λgh.h(gf))(λu.x)(λu.u).

Let’s compute PRED 2.

PRED 2

:= (λnfx.n(λgh.h(gf))(λu.x)

(λu.u))(λfx.f(fx))

= (λfx.(λfx.f(fx))(λgh.h(gf))

(λu.x)(λu.u))

= (λfx.(λx.(λgh.h(gf))((λgh.h(gf))x))

(λu.x)(λu.u))

= (λfx.(λx.(λgh.h(gf))(λh.h(xf)))

(λu.x)(λu.u))

= (λfx.(λgh.h(gf))(λh.h((λu.x)f))(λu.u))

= (λfx.(λh.h((λh.h((λu.x)f))f ))(λu.u))

Please notice, one f is vanished here. Number of
fs represent Church number, therefore, remove

one f is minus 1.

= (λfx.(λh.h((λh.hx)f))(λu.u))

= (λfx.(λh.h((fx)))(λu.u))

= (λfx.((λu.u)((fx))))

= (λfx.(fx))

= (λfx.fx)

= 1

It is curious to compute PRED 0. What is
the predecessor of 0?

PRED 0

:= (λnfx.n(λgh.h(gf))

(λu.x)(λu.u))(λfx.x)

= (λfx.(λfx.x)(λgh.h(gf))

(λu.x)(λu.u))

= (λfx.(λx.x)(λu.x)(λu.u))

= (λfx.(λu.x)(λu.u))

= (λfx.x)

= 0

It returns 0. This is a nice property of this
PRED definition. Because this guarantees the
output is always a Church number. If the result
of calculation is not defined, it is not so nice.
You can find more details of this matter in the
field of “group theory.” For example, if a vend-
ing machine seller machine outputs non-vending
machine, it is not nice. Because such machine
is no longer a vending machine seller machine.

PRED returns 0 if the input is 0, otherwise
it returns one predecessor number.

I am fascinated that Church number itself is
part of the program. A number is a program
here. Of course Church number is a function.
Therefore, it is natural in a sense.

If we apply λn.n(λgh.h(gf)) to 0,

λn.n(λgh.h(gf)))(λfx.x)

= (λfx.x)(λgh.h(gf))

= (λx.x)

The output is 0. (Note, this is only a part of
PRED function and not a whole expression.)
The basic mechanism here is that when this part
of the function apples to 0, then the first team
is ignored. Since Church number 0 (λfx.x) does
not have binding of f .
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23 SUB

These series of the examples might be not so fun
if you don’t try to apply them by yourself. If you
do not follow them step by step, these are just
a bunch of equations. Therefore, I recommend
to try it.

We will define the subtraction using PRED
function.

SUB := λmn.nPREDm

Let’s compute SUB 3 2 (= 3 - 2).

SUB 3 2

= (λmn.nPREDm)(λfx.f(f(fx)))

(λfx.f(fx))

= (λn.nPRED(λfx.f(f(fx))))

(λfx.f(fx))

= (λfx.f(fx))PRED(λfx.f(f(fx)))

= (λx.PRED(PREDx))(λfx.f(f(fx)))

You see that the PRED is duplicated as the sec-
ond argument (= 2). This is the trick. If the sec-
ond argument (subtrahend) is ten, then PRED
is repeated ten times.

= PRED(PRED(λfx.f(f(fx))))

This is PRED (PRED 3).

= PRED2

= 1

Therefore, 3 - 2 = 1. We could do subtraction.

24 Conclusion of lambda

Recently I saw this advertisement (Figure 14),
“For the finance specialists: Let’s start from the
simple thing.” I assume the simple thing means,
1 + 1 = 2. I try to explain how to teach 1 + 1
to a machine in this blog. I took more than
eight months and yet not quite complete. (By
the way, this is a tobacco advertisement.)

For human beings, this seems simple. But
once you want to teach what 1+1 means to a
machine, you must know more about it. For ex-
ample, we discussed what is the numbers, and

Figure 14: An advertisement at Mehringdamm
U-Bahn station

we represent it as Church numbers since a ma-
chine does not know what the meaning of ’1’ or
’2”s sign. Someone may think this is paranoia
since this is so natural.

I believe “natural” does not mean simple. It
is just familiar to us. It is not simple at all for
me. Some of you might feel it is natural to spend
time with your family or your lover. But it is
just you are familiar with that, it is not simple
thing. It is important for me to see back into
the natural things.

I would like to conclude this Hitchhiker’s
guide to λ calculus at the moment.

One day, I searched lambda calculus in
Wikipedia. It said, “it can be verified that
PLUS 2 3 and 5 are equivalent lambda expres-
sions” about the PLUS function. However, I
did not understand how it works. I needed a
large help of my friends. I do not want to forget
about this. This was the motivation of writing
this blog.

We talked about what is λ calculus, why
some people care about that, and several con-
crete examples. I hope this blog could help the
people like me.

But this is not everything about the λ cal-
culus. λ calculus is deep, I am hardly just open
the door of this area. I still do not understand
combinators. If I could understand it, I would
like to continue this blog. I learned that writing
is learning or teaching is learning. Also I learned
that I could write an article only if I really like
it.

I try to keep this article more understand-
able in informal way. I did neither mention
about formal λ expression construction method,
nor conversion procedure (α-conversion, β-
conversion, and η-conversion). If you wan to
know further, Wikipedia [9] would be a good
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starting point.

25 Summary

0 := λfx.x

1 := λfx.fx

2 := λfx.f(fx)

3 := λfx.f(f(fx))

SUCC := λnfx.f(nfx)

PLUS := λmnfx.nf(mfx)

MULT := λmnf.m(nf)

MULT := λmn.m(PLUSn)0

PRED := λnfx.n(λgh.h(gf))(λu.x)(λu.u)

SUB := λmn.nPREDm
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